
Healthcare Solutions 



RE-U-ZIP  |  Overcoming Dental Office Complexities

 ⚠   Open Concept Architecture 

 ⚠   Zippers Are Inconvenient and Increase Touch-Points 

 ⚠   One-Size-Fit-All Magnetic Doors Are Costly with Limiting Size-Constraints 

 ⚠   While Utilizing Negative Air-Pressure, Conventional Magnetic Door  
        Enclosures Do Not Maintain a Proper Seal 

OUR SOLUTION | RE-U-ZIP +MAGNETIC ENTRY STRIP™ 

 ✅   Create a Self-Closing Entry Way in a Custom-Sized Barrier  

 ✅   Choose Clear or Opaque Barrier Sheeting for Desired Levels of Visibility 

 ✅   Accommodate Wheel Chair Access  

 ✅   Affordable Solution to Outfit Your Entire Office  

 ✅   Maintain a Proper Seal Under Negative-Air Pressure  

 ✅   Easily Install, Adjust, Remove, and Reuse the +Magnetic Entry Strip™  
  





1)  Cut +Barrier Panel or Poly Sheeting to the desired size to cover your opening. We 
recommend leaving at least a 2 inch margin around all sides. 
  
2)  Remove release paper from loop portion of Fastener Strip. Set and apply adhesive 
side around the border of your opening (as shown by blue line in diagram above). Now apply 
the hook strip over the loop strip so that the strips are attached on top of each other with 
adhesive release paper facing out.  
  
3)  Now that your barrier attachment points are in place, remove the release paper from the 
horizontal Fastener Strip located across the top section of your entryway. Stretch out your 
barrier tight and connect the top of it to the exposed adhesive of the horizontal Fastener Strip. 
Your barrier should be centered properly now and hanging freely for final steps of attachment. 
   
 4)  Starting with one side, peel down release paper from a vertical Fastener Strip while pressing 
down barrier to attach it to the exposed adhesive in a continuous motion downward.  Repeat 
on the other side. 
  
 5)  Your barrier is ready for installation of the +Magnetic Entry Strip.  
   

Note: Any long-term use of adhesive tape/strips may create paint damage upon removal.    

Full video installation guides also available at www.reuzip.com

DIRECTIONS:

http://www.reuzip.com
http://www.reuzip.com


Self-Closing Entry Strip Installation Guide

Full video installation guides available at www.reuzip.com

http://www.reuzip.com
http://www.reuzip.com


Use our Poly Barrier Tape to create an aesthetically 
pleasing border around your barrier edge. You may also 
use it to cover over the orange color of the mounting 
strip if you wish to mute this color.  We also recommend 
using this tape to reinforce the top of the opening you 
create in your barrier, to prevent tearing under heavy 
use.  Each roll of poly barrier tape is  2" x 60yds and is 
sufficient for approximately four barriers.  (An alternative 
setup is to bypass using the fastener strips. Instead, 
staple the border of the sheeting into your drywall; then  
cover staples and edges with poly barrier tape)

FASTENER TABS™   
ADA ACCESS  (Wheelchair, Hospital Bed) 

For Larger Openings: 
Our system allows for complete customization. 
Purchase individual +Magnetic Entry Strips™ and +Fastener 
Strips™  and utilize them with our larger rolls of RE-U-ZIP Semi-
Clear +Poly Sheeting™ or any other poly sheeting you wish 
to source to customize your barrier.

Suggested Options

POLY BARRIER TAPE

Conveniently hold open your entry using our Fastener Tabs™ This is helpful for wheelchair access, 
passage of instrument carts, and more. For wider access you may also use our "Flap Door Setup". 
 This allows for easy passage of gurneys. This configuration requires +Magnetic Entry Strips™ and a 
set of Fastener Tabs. 

+POLY SHEETING

(SKU: RUZWBT)

(SKU: RUZSC6MP)

(SKU: FT12P)



Need assistance with installation? Mold remediation and water damage contractors are skilled in the setup 
of complex containments and can help with installation around irregular architecture and equipment. 
Contact us at info@reuzip.com or reach out to your local vendor for a referral to a qualified contractor.

With uneven surface material, you may need to frame your entryway with poly tape to create a smooth 
under-layer or protective layer. 

To ensure proper function of entry strip, make sure plastic sheeting is fashioned to your framing without 
slack to prevent excess overhang of sheeting or +Magnetic Entry Strip™ onto your floor.

Attaching +Magnetic Entry Strip™ columns closer to the inner edges of the cut Mounting Strip™ ensures a 
stronger closing function. 

For safety, consider highly translucent or clear sheeting. 

Make sure you cut your Mounting Strip™ prior to attaching the +Magnetic Entry Strip™.

When using heavy sheeting or for long-term use, consider using a staple gun to secure the barrier to your 
walls. 

To increase the longevity of your barrier, reinforce the top of opening with poly barrier tape to prevent 
tearing.

Use Fastener Strips to conjoin multiple panels or sheeting for larger enclosures.

A utility knife is recommended for cutting your opening through the Mounting Strip and barrier. 

Feel free to reach out to us at info@reuzip.com or contact your vendor if you need further   
assistance.  We are here to help you get back to business!

*RE-U-ZIP LLC products are not specifically designed or tested for COVID-19 protection. We make no 
claims that our products are approved for COVID-19 protection either directly or indirectly.  Please 
consult your local authorities for guidelines and ordinances for the implementation of containment 
barriers.  Building and Safety codes should be considered as well when sourcing materials for your 
barriers.  Please consider that these products used in conjunction with other devices may assist in some 
countermeasures to limit exposure to airborne particles but does not guarantee full protection of any 
kind.  We are not responsible for any liability that the customer’s specific use may create in these 
regards.

Other Helpful Tips:
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